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Available in a variety of work 
arrangements to meet the 
multiple needs of a very different 
audience. Its main feature consists 
in the matching of the mixing of surface 
crop residues, with more pronounced action of 
disturbance produced by the front anchors with special 
clutch.

Inside the overview of machines 
available for the simplification 
of tillage, the combined 
equipments play a very 
interesting role. 
The combination of different 
working tools permits not only to integrate 
different effects of disturbance on the soil worked, 
but it offers also a greater versatility of the machine, 
the use of which can be adapted to the different 
conditions.

In this new scene of the agricultural management, 
the COMBINED MINIMUM TILLAGE series CML XXL 
fights under.

Conceived for the minum tillage (15/25 cm) and for 
working deep (until 40 cm) if it was necessary, the 
Combined Minimum Tillage proposes itself as a real 
alternative to plowing. 



A III point linkage to the tractor.

B Rigid anchors arranged on 2 working rows with 
safety device by a shearbolt. Interchangeable 
reversible share. Wide wings customizable.

C Rear levelling kit with parallelogram, adjustable, 
with couple of breaking and tilting discs mounted 
on special support. Standard with lateral 
containment couple of discs.

D Finishing rear roller (available in different type).

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

 1 RS single cage roller with plates or tubes, 
mechanical setting

 2 RA ring roller with soil scraper, mechanical 
setting

 3 RP packer roller, mechanical setting

 4 RF double wavy roller, breaker, mechanical 
setting

1 3 4Single cage roller,
mechanical setting

Paker roller,
mechanical setting

Double wavy roller, breaker,
mechanical setting
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Brought on lift, available in the version with fixed 
frame or hydraulic foldable in 2 sections for reducing 
the floor space to m 2, 50 during the transport on 
road.
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MODEL FRAME WORKING WIDTH (m) TRANSPORT WIDTH (m) ANCHORS (N°) HP

CML XXL25 FIXED 2,50 2,50 5 140/170

CML XXL30 FIXED 3,00 3,00 7 160/190

CML XXL40 FIXED 4,00 4,00 9 220/250

MODEL FRAME WORKING WIDTH (m) TRANSPORT WIDTH (m) ANCHORS (N°) HP

CML I XXL40 HYDR. FOLDING 4,00 2,50 13 220/250

CML I XXL50 HYDR. FOLDING 5,00 2,50 16 250/280

CML I XXL60 HYDR. FOLDING 6,00 2,50 22 280/320

Brought on lift version – Fixed frame

Brought on lift version, foldable hydraulic frame in 2 section
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